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LEED 2009 for Neighborhood Development 
GIB CREDIT 12: DISTRICT HEATING AND COOLING
Stage 3: LEED-ND Certified Neighborhood
Points Attempted:
All fields and uploads are required unless otherwise noted.
Select one of the following:
Stage 3A. No change since Stage 2
Stage 3B. Change since Stage 2
Stage 3C. Did not submit at Stage 2
ALL PROJECTS
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
STAGE 3A
No change has been made since submittals in previous stages that would affect credit compliance.
GIB Credit 12: District Heating and Cooling Stage 2 Points Documented: 
The project earned an exemplary performance point at Stage 2.
of 2
STAGE 3B
Provide updated versions of the items submitted at the previous stage.
STAGE 3C
Upload GIBc12-1. The project team has uploaded a map with site or vicinity base, project boundary, the location of the DES central plant, and the location of each building in the project that will be connected to the system.
Number of project buildings connected to the DES:
Choose the type of DES that will serve the project:
Will the DES serve only the project or other areas as well? 
Select the energy output of the DES (select all that apply):
Chilled water
Hot water
Steam
Choose the types of fuel used to power the central DES plant::
Oil
Gas
Electricity
Renewable
Other
Describe renewable energy.
Describe other energy.
For the project buildings connected to the DES, provide the total projected annual thermal energy consumption for the following:
Space cooling:
Space heating:
Domestic hot water:
Total projected annual thermal energy consumption for project buildings connected to the DES:
kBtu
Minimum energy supply required to meet 80% of the total above:
kBtu
Annual heating and cooling supply produced by the DES for use by the connected project buildings: 
kBtu
Upload GIBc12-3. The project team has uploaded an analysis of the how the project team determined what portion of the annual energy supply from the DES specifically serves the project buildings.
Does the district energy system incorporate combined heat and power (CHP)?
No
Yes
Upload GIBc12-5. The project team has uploaded an analysis demonstrating that energy savings from the CHP plant are greater than or equal to the energy savings that would result from using components that are 10% better than ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2007 (To view relevant components (found in Tables 1-4), select "No" to the preceding question about CHP).
Note: A CHP calculator will be provided by USGBC as a resource in 2011.
Select one of the following:
The project team intends to pursue exemplary performance.
The project team does not intend to pursue exemplary performance.
The project team confirms that the analysis performed for Upload GIBc12-5 demonstrates that energy savings from the CHP plant are greater than or equal to a 20% improvement over ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2007 rather than 10%.
Please complete the following tables for applicable equipment located in the DES central plant.  The efficiencies of installed equipment must be at least 10% greater than the minimum equipment efficiencies defined in Section 6.8 of ASHRAE 90.1-2007.
Table GIBc12-1. Heating Plant
1   Minimum efficiency required by Standard 90.1-2007.
Heating Component Description
Equipment Size (Input)
Minimum
Efficiency1 
Units
Installed Efficiency 
% Improvement
Table GIBc12-2. Cooling Plant
1   Minimum efficiency required by Standard 90.1-2007-COP.
2   Minimum efficiency required by Standard 90.1-2007-IPLV.
Cooling Component Description
Equipment Size
Minimum 
Efficiency1 
Installed Efficiency(COP)
% Improve-ment
Minimum
Efficiency2  
Installed Efficiency(IPLV)
% Improve-ment
Table GIBc12-3. Cooling Tower
1   Minimum performance required by Standard 90.1-2007.
Cooling Tower 
Description
Minimum Cooling Tower Performance1  
Units
Installed Efficiency 
% Improvement
Table GIBc12-4. Pipes
1   Minimum thickness required by Standard 90.1-2007.
Description of Pipe Insulation
Minimum Pipe Insulation Thickness1 (inches) 
Installed Pipe Insulation Thickness (inches)
%
Improvement
Maximum allowable pumping energy that can be used to supply the connected project buildings (2.5% of annual thermal energy output of the DES to the project buildings):
kBtus
Annual pumping power used to supply the connected project buildings:
kBtus
Amount of energy that must be compensated for further efficiency of DES components:
kBtus
Upload GIBc12-4. The project team has uploaded an analysis showing how the project team compensated for pumping energy exceeding the 2.5% cap in the rating system requirements with additional efficiency measures for the components in the tables above.
Special circumstances preclude documentation of prerequisite compliance with the submittal requirements outlined in this form.
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits.
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Upload GIBc12-SC. The project team has provided additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
SUMMARY
CREDIT COMPLIANCE
GIB Credit 12: District Heating and Cooling Stage 3 Exemplary 
Performance Documented:
GIB Credit 12: District Heating and Cooling Stage 3 Points Documented:
of 2
The project team reserves one point in the Innovation and Design Process credit category for exemplary performance of  GIB Credit 12.
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